Humanitarian Update #50
as of May 5th
UCCA is supporting TCCC - an organization that translates English-language tactical medicine manuals into Ukrainian
UCCA supplies tourniquets & vests to newly formed defense unit
UCCA provides monocles to our freedom fighters
Given the massive number of donated generators, our Ucca kyiv office has partnered with unita to help with logistics.
#SupportUkraine UCCA continues delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s sovereignty & territorial integrity and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges our brethren continue to face due to Russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial support!

Previous reports of UCCA’s #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Aid program and our One Year Report can be viewed on our website at: https://ucca.org/aidreports